Survival-fixation of the cochlea: a technique for following time-dependent degeneration and repair in noise-exposed chinchillas.
To minimize problems with data interpretation due to interanimal variation in susceptibility to noise, we developed a survival-fixation paradigm which involves fixing one cochlea of an experimental chinchilla at one post-exposure time and fixing the second cochlea as much as 14-24 days later. This paradigm is analytically effective because there is a high correlation in the magnitude and pattern of damage in the left and right cochleas of binaurally exposed animals. Thus, each experimental animal provides two snapshots in the degeneration and repair continua in which it can be certain that both cochleas sustained equivalent amounts of damage during the exposure. Using this technique, the time course of degeneration of different structures and cells in the organ of Corti can be determined and primary damage can be distinguished from secondary effects. The present paper discusses the issues which had to be addressed to develop this technique and provides preliminary results from chinchillas exposed to a traumatic noise.